THE TWO HEADED QUARTER
How to See Through Deceptive Numbers
and Save Money on Everything You Buy

The numbers presented in every sales pitch seem clear, but do the numbers also hide facts the
seller does not want you to know? Here is an account of how a physicist evaluates the numbers in
day-to-day financial decisions. Seeing numbers through his eyes will surprise you. Whether shopping for items large or small, negotiating a salary, or investing in stocks, you will want to know
how numbers are routinely used to fool you. Useful, informative, and highly entertaining, The Two
Headed Quarter will forever change the way you decide to buy.
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Endorsements
“If you liked Freakonomics, you’ll absolutely love The Two
Headed Quarter! A fascinating look into how clever marketing
and advertising techniques are used to manipulate consumers.”
—Lynnette Khalfani, author of the New York Times bestseller
Zero Debt: The Ultimate Guide to Financial Freedom
“The Two Headed Quarter is written to be thoroughly accessible
to lay people and is very strongly recommended for readers of all
economic and financial backgrounds.”
—Midwest Book Review
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http://www.ComputeGasSavings.com
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